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During the three-and-a-half years I was in seminary, I was poor. Shocking, I know. I
lived in campus housing. I ate a lot of macaroni and cheese. I bought practically
nothing but food, gas, and textbooks. And I made a grand total of $100 a week as a
youth minister. With that enormous sum and a small amount of savings, I got by.
And I was happy.

When I graduated from seminary, I took a job at a publishing company. Compared to
my ministry salary, I was making a veritable fortune. There was a chance that I would
go on a wild spending spree to celebrate my newfound financial freedom, but,
thankfully, old habits die hard. I had to buy some new household items and some
new work clothes, but I didn’t go overboard. I didn’t spend more money than I had.
However, I spent much more time thinking about what I could buy and making trips
to Target and the mall “just to look” than ever before. And I was not content with
what I had.

You see, when I was in seminary, everyone around me was in the same situation.
We spent more time studying God’s Word than shopping. We had to. It’s why we
were there. No one had much money (or much of anything else, for that matter),
so there was no pressure to keep up with those who had more. But when I moved to
Colorado’s affluent Front Range, I was constantly bombarded with things. When I
got home from work, I didn’t spend much time studying the Bible. Instead, I would
relax by going to the mall or going out to eat. Even when I spent a Saturday in the
mountains, I would stop along the way at some tourist shops I had visited often
before, just to see if there was anything new.

It wasn’t until I moved back to my small hometown, that I realized how much I had
been overtaken by materialism. Now that I couldn’t just hop on over to Target or the
mall or even a nice restaurant, I saw that I had lost my focus. I had turned to things
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to fulfill me instead of turning to God, and I hadn’t even realized it. Was it easy to
get past that mindset? No. But I’m working on it.

My prayer is that the articles in this collection will help you discover where your
heart is and where it should be. I hope that you will take advantage of this
opportunity to learn from others who have struggled with this issue. May you be
encouraged and inspired to focus more on God and less on the things of this world.

One more thing. I’d like to change the first sentence of this introduction. Here’s
how it should read: During the three-and-a-half years I was in seminary, I was rich.

Dana Wilkerson
for Christianity Today International
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1 Open the session with prayer.

2 Make enough copies for everyone in the group to have a guide.

3 Depending on the time you have dedicated to the study, you might consider distributing 
the guides before your group meets so everyone has a chance to read the material. Some 
articles are quite long and could take a while to get through.

4 Alternatively, you might consider reading the articles together as a group—out loud—and 
plan on meeting multiple times. 

5 Make sure your group agrees to complete confidentiality. This is essential to getting women 
to open up.

6 When working through the Thought Provokers, be willing to make yourself vulnerable. It’s 
important for women to know that others share their experience. Make honesty and 
openness a priority in your group.

7 End the session in prayer.

“The Struggle with Materialism” can be used for individual or
group study, but if you intend to lead a group study on this,
some simple suggestions follow.

How to use “The
Struggle with
Materialism” for 
a group study.
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It was the first day after Christmas break, and my three sons and I were off to a slow start. It was
four degrees below zero outside, so I was in no hurry to take the kids to school after lunch. Still
dressed in our pajamas, we sat munching peanut butter sandwiches.

As we ate upstairs, flames from an old stove licked at the walls and scorched the ceiling below us
in the family room. Oblivious to the danger we were in (the smoke detectors malfunctioned and
never sounded), I sent my three children downstairs to get dressed. When I went to check on
them five minutes later, smoke streamed through the basement hall into the boys’ bedroom, where
they played with their Christmas toys. Panic-stricken, I dashed from room to room, yelling,
“What’s burning?”

When I got to the end of the hall, I saw our family room was engulfed in flames. Like a train
gaining speed, the room rumbled and shook as heat and fire consumed plastic, wood, walls, and
floor. I knew I couldn’t battle the blaze myself with our household fire extinguisher, so I shouted
“Run!” We tore out of the basement door and ran down the block in bare feet, frantically knocking
on neighbors’ doors for help. Adrenaline pumped so forcefully through my body that I wasn’t
aware I had sprained my ankle or that our feet were freezing in the polar air.

In the safety of my friend’s living room across the street, I held my boys tightly, comforting them
and thanking God we were safe. Waves of shock rode through me as I thought of our house
burning. I wanted to break down and cry, but the boys were upset enough without seeing their
mother fall apart.

In the minutes that followed, I dared one peek out my neighbor’s window. The smoke was so
thick that I could barely see our house across the street. Firefighters swarmed the house like a

It took a house fire to show me my heart’s desire.

by Marian V. Liautaud
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SWAT team. Water hoses snaked through the front door and doused everything
while workers with axes smashed windows to relieve the heat. My stomach turned
as I thought, We’ve lost everything.

A short while later, when my husband, Dan, arrived, we walked over to the house to
assess the damage. What had been a home with post-Christmas clutter was now a
cave of putrid-smelling rubble. The family room was a smoldering mess of burnt
beams and melted linoleum. You’d never guess we had owned a white upholstered
futon draped with a souvenir blanket from Mexico or a dollhouse my uncle had
built for me when I was twelve. No sign remained of the brand new Power Ranger
tent or Little Tyke’s art desk. Worst of all, our family photos, baby books, and
wedding album had burnt to ash.

I was devastated. Where will we go now that our home has been destroyed? I thought,
weeping. How can we cope without our things? What will we do without pictures of
our children?

Our family stayed in hotels for nearly two weeks, then moved into a sparsely
furnished apartment, bringing a single laundry basket filled with clothes and
toiletries. When I dropped the basket to the floor, it made a resounding thud that
echoed off the bare walls, reminding me of how little we now possessed. I sat in a
rented chair and cried. As tears flowed, they brought with them a torrent of
memories of the previous years and the lessons God had been teaching me about
material possessions.

Lessons from the Past
Five months before the fire, we had sold our house in Illinois to risk a business
venture in Minneapolis. Though both Dan and I had felt God’s leading to do that,
I moved with reluctantly. I knew I was saying good-bye to the best friends I’d ever
known and to my nearby family.

The move might not have felt so scary if we’d known where we were going, but we
hadn’t yet found a new home or a site for our business in the Twin Cities. So we
locked all of our belongings in storage. I moved to my in-laws’ cabin in Wisconsin
with our three boys, while Dan rented an apartment and house-hunted in Minnesota.

While I tried to adjust to our interim housing, furnished with my in-laws’
belongings, I bemoaned the thought of our paisley-print sofa and oak end tables,
our books, and our memorabilia gathering dust and mildew in storage. Then, one
Sunday after church, in the midst of self-pity, it hit me how much of my identity
and security I derived from my home and possessions. Without those things, I felt
vulnerable and anxious. So when we found our duplex in Minneapolis, I quickly
immersed myself in setting up house, relieved that God’s lesson in letting go of
things seemed to have ended.

The Struggle with Materialism
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Lessons from the Fire
Now fire had consumed everything in our duplex. And though the place we found
to stay in was comfortable, it wasn’t my idea of home. We had no choice but to rent
every item necessary for a functioning home. I felt like a prisoner of circumstance,
sentenced to live without ownership rights to anything. Gradually, as I learned to
accept our situation, it dawned on me anew: I don’t have ownership rights to
anything. Everything I have is because of God’s grace, whether it’s my next breath or
our next paycheck. Since when is a comfortable lifestyle one of my rights?

Slowly, painfully, I began to recognize the difference between what is mine
(nothing) and what is God’s (everything). And as I struggled to gain this
perspective, it became easier for me to see the benefit of having lost so much.
Without any material goods left to define us, we were poor by the world’s standards
but still rich through our relationship with Jesus Christ (2 Cor. 8:9). Borrowing
everything, we were completely unattached to the encumbrances of the world.

Looking back, I see how the fire was the culmination of the process of prying my
fingers loose from the things I’d held onto so dearly. Like iron purified in the heat
of a furnace, God used the fire to reveal my tendency to find more security in the
things of this world than in his promises to care for us. Moving, then losing our
possessions to fire, proved the futility of becoming too emotionally attached to a
home and everything in it. Rarely does one choose to get rid of everything and
rebuild from ground zero. But that was the gift of the fire. It forced us to start over.

After the contractors completely gutted and rebuilt the interior of the duplex, we
moved back in and began re-establishing our home. Starting from scratch, I’ve been
able to add back things that enhance life rather than mindlessly to allow clutter to
infiltrate our living space. For example, we allow each of our kids three shelves on
which to store their toys. When this space is full, they can’t add anything more until
they’ve given up something they no longer use. Similarly, I keep in my closet only
the clothes and shoes I wear regularly. If I go one season without using an article of
clothing, I pass it on to the Salvation Army or to the consignment shop. Our goal
is to live more closely to the level of need rather than of want.

Simplifying our lifestyle has freed us to spend more time with each other instead of
maintaining our possessions. That’s not to say we’re never challenged by the lure of
accumulating more. In purchasing another house, I had to work hard to remember
the lessons I’ve learned about holding onto things. I never want to deceive myself
into thinking the comfort of our home is a safer haven than what I have in God.

I haven’t finished learning about letting go of things. But one thing I do know for
certain: to lose was to gain. Outwardly, we have less. But what remains on the
interior—the contents of my heart—is the security of knowing I have an
indestructible home with God. That is one emotional attachment fire can’t destroy.

The Struggle with Materialism
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—Marian V. Liautaud is editor of the Your Church Media Group at Christianity Today
International.  This article first appeared in the January/February 1997 edition of
TODAY’S CHRISTIAN WOMAN magazine.

Thought Provokers

• Has a time of great material loss affected your relationship with God? If so, in
what ways?

• In what ways do you spend more time maintaining your possessions, as the author
did, instead of maintaining your spiritual or family life? What can you do to begin
changing your lifestyle? 

• The author says “Without any of our material goods left to define us, we were poor
by the world’s standards but still rich through our relationship to Jesus Christ” (2
Cor. 8:9). What might you say if you lost your house to fire? 

The Struggle with Materialism
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It’s hard for me to pinpoint the time when I first realized I was a consumer. As a baby, certainly, I
was still in the state of nature. Unlike a true consumer, I had simple needs: to be dry, well-fed, and
rested. When those needs were met, I was satisfied. I had much to learn.

I think my discipleship in consumerism began in earnest when I learned there is no such thing as
mere toothpaste. My mother used Colgate, but my father preferred Crest. I had to decide which
kind was for me, and so began my lifelong quest to develop an exquisite sense of my own tastes.
(Ever since, I’ve been a devoted Crest user—tartar control, whitening gel formula, please.) In
middle school, I learned there is a big difference between one kind of ripped, faded, and stained
jeans, which are embarrassing, and another kind that are worth $125. It took years to develop
these sensitivities, but by my first years of college, after much study, I could distinguish between
an ultra-hip black T-shirt from Jhane Barnes ($110) and a cheap one from Sears ($10). I was
beginning to grow in my consumer walk.

The consumer economy, dependent on a mobile workforce, taught me that my worth is directly
linked to my roots, newly defined. Thanks to my parents’ devotion to my discipleship, I was sent
to one of the best private universities. There, my professors and friends encouraged me to shed any
trace of the particular place I had come from and to embrace the mobile, urbane, and abstracted
culture of the professional middle class. Happily, everywhere I went, the same brands and stores
were there to greet me. Consuming gave me a place to belong, the makers of consumer goods
assured me. I was becoming part of a worldwide family of “people like me.”

Naturally, my education as a consumer didn’t stop when it came to religion. Evangelical friends
encouraged me to make a “personal decision for Jesus.” I soon realized that Jesus had a lot to
offer me, for he, too, was concerned about my needs, preferences, and tastes, and was there to
help me fulfill them. I was even able to buy a Bible for people just like me: The Mobile Young

How feeding the passion for more consumes me.

by Andy Crouch
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Professional in a High-Tech Career Study Bible. It was handy because, not having
time to study the Bible itself, I could just consult the quick and readable notes that
spoke right to my situation. How much easier could it be?

Over the course of my life, I refined my taste in churches just as I had once refined
my taste in toothpaste. That meant I often had to shop for a new church.
Fortunately, I found that churches were increasingly willing to accommodate me.
The most successful and well-equipped churches asked very little of me, or, taking a
page from the fast growing companies of the 1990s, they only asked me to do what
I wanted to do. (I believe they called that my “gift mix.”) It was a good thing,
because I was always busy. Church leaders never questioned my endless stream of
purchases, from wide-screen TVs to new cars. They hardly raised an eyebrow when
I left my first wife for a new one who better suited the person I was becoming.

Indeed, with their capital campaigns and staff turnover, my churches only
reinforced the central message of consumerism that there is no desire that cannot be
satisfied, at least for the moment, with a purchase. With more money, my churches
have hired people to perform tasks that ordinary members of the church did prior
to the days of consumerism.

We consumers have our own doctrine of salvation by grace alone: all that is required
for happiness is more money. No time-consuming and humbling disciplines, no
complex or unfulfilling relationships, no pain. But this is no cheap grace, I have
learned as a mature, fully devoted follower of consumerism. Getting all that money
requires constant diligence, which is why I will continue working harder, moving
more often, and outsourcing anything that doesn’t increase my income. Because the
one thing a consumer can never, ever have is enough.

—Andy Crouch says that though this account is not autobiographical, he is as tempted
as the next person by consumerism. Crouch is editor of the Christian Vision Project for
Christianity Today International. This article first appeared in the July 2001 edition of
CHRISTIANITY TODAY magazine.

Thought Provokers

• How can you relate to the person described in the article? Be specific.

• How do you buy into the message that there is no desire that cannot be satisfied, at
least for the moment, with a purchase? According to the Bible, how does God
respond to that message?

• How have you lived as if you never have enough? How does that affect your
relationship with God?

The Struggle with Materialism
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How many Ph.D. holders do you know who own a Lear Jet? Your answer, almost certainly, is
none. Ph.D.s and private jets just don’t go together. Well, I have a little confession to make. I am
a Ph.D. student who has wanted to own a private jet for as long as I can remember.

I hadn’t thought about private planes for a long time. Then, in 1995, I moved into the flight path
of the Morristown, New Jersey, airport, where private jets and other small aircraft constantly fly in
and out. Every day, almost without exception, I now hear the roar of executive jets as they fly
overhead. If I am outside, I usually look up and think about how cool it would be to fly around in
one of those things.

When I look at the Lear Jets that fly overhead daily, or when I pass the Jaguar dealer a half-mile to
my east, I think: Who owns these things, and where do they live, and where do they work, and how
much money are they making, and how can I become a part of all of this? Several times a week, I find
myself wondering: How much money can I make once I’m out of here, and how can I generate an
income that will bring me these trappings of success? I suppose it was only a matter of time before it
happened. That little boy who always wanted a Lear Jet is now a man who is exposed to jets with
relentless frequency. And this man finds himself full of internal conflict.

You might diagnose my problem as “affluenza by osmosis.” It is hard to be in the midst of wealth
and not have it impact you some way. I guess in my case I had an infection, long dormant, that
has now become active. But what am I to do? I am a licensed minister who spent the first half
of this decade getting his M.Div. and who is attempting to finish his Ph.D. I believe I am fully
committed to the lordship of Christ, and I want my life to be an act of responsible stewardship
and worship. All the same, I find myself wondering how I can be faithful while finding my way
into the rarefied air of a Lear Jet cabin. I don’t fancy myself an elitist, but I want to be in one

My struggle in the pursuit of affluence.

by Vincent Bacote
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of those planes in that mysterious world of those who have a disproportionate
amount of wealth. Is there any cure for this disease?

In my more sober moments, questions come to me that seem to be an antidote. I
think about the people in those jets and ask questions like: “How much time do
they spend at work?” “Of what does their life consist?” “What kind of family life
do they have?” and, “What will they say when they look back at the end of their
lives?” Obviously, I can’t answer for others, but I do know what I would like my
answers to be.

When sobriety reigns over fantasy, I know that I do not want to make my office a
second residence. I also know that I want to be a supportive husband who is
intimately involved in the development of our offspring. I want to be present at as
many games, recitals, and plays as possible, not feeling guilty while I pursue some
elusive form of success. When I think of my epitaph, “Faithful servant and steward”
is my goal.

Having said all of this, I don’t believe one has to forfeit a life of success and material
blessing to demonstrate faithfulness. It is all too easy to interpret Jesus’ words, “You
cannot serve God and money,” as a rationale for despising creation. That is a kind
of contemporary asceticism that measures holiness by the level of one’s disdain for
material things. Is it not better to work toward a life in which we show our love for
God through stewardship, not only of our spiritual gifts, but also of our material
goods and economic opportunities? This is not easy by any means, but I have yet to
discover a Bible verse that implies loving God would be easy. Though it’s difficult,
treating material goods as things for our use and not for worship (even the mighty
Lear Jet) seems to be a core feature of life under Jesus’ lordship.

Even though I know the right path and have every intention or pursuing it, the
dilemma remains: I have a wife, I want children, and I want a nice house. And I
also want a private jet. I don’t think my case of affluenza is fatal, but I think I will
have to keep close tabs on my stewardship immunization records. If I can master
that discipline, then I should be able to manage, and even be victorious, as I go
through life among the more intoxicating aspects of creation.

—Vincent Bacote is associate professor of theology at Wheaton College. This article first
appeared in the Winter 1998 edition of RE:GENERATION QUARTERLY magazine.
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Thought Provokers

• What is the “Lear Jet” in your life? How can the pursuit of this (or the thought of
pursuit) supersede your pursuit of God?

• How can you identify with the author when he says, “It is hard to be in the midst
of wealth and not have it impact you in some way”? 

• How does the verse “You cannot serve both God and money” (Matt. 6:24) relate to
your life? 
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On a Saturday afternoon twenty-one years ago, a young mother of two small boys sat, weeping, at
the kitchen table. She feared her compulsive overspending would end her marriage and lead to
foreclosure on their home. How could I have racked up thousands of dollars in debt?, she thought in
agony. She later discovered her bills totaled more than $100,000.

Today that woman, Mary Hunt is not only debt-free; she is the founder and editor of Debt-Proof
Living (formerly Cheapskate Monthly), a newsletter she started in 1992 that, in its online format,
now receives more than 8 million hits per month. Her simple dollars-and-sense advice based on
biblical principles has landed her guest spots on dozens of talk shows, including Oprah, which
resulted in the sale of more than 100,000 copies of Hunt’s Best of Cheapskate Monthly: Simple
Tips For Living Lean In The Nineties (St. Martin’s, 1993). Hunt has written other books,
including Cheapskate in the Kitchen (St. Martin’s, 1997), Debt-Proof Your Holidays (Broadman
and Holman, 1998), and The Financially Confident Woman: 9 Habits That Build Your Financial
Security (Broadman & Holman, 1997). She also has her own interactive website
(www.debtproofliving.com).

A former spendthrift, Mary now enjoys life as a “cheapskate,” who, according to her definition,
gives generously, saves consistently, and never spends more money than she has. Next to her
computer, a glass jar filled with cut-up credit cards is a reminder of how far Mary has come from
the uncontrolled spending that once consumed her life. Here, Mary reveals the financial folly that
nearly destroyed her, and how God’s grace has changed her life and motivated her to help others
live within their means.

One woman’s journey to trusting God
instead of money.

by Linda Piepenbrink

Why It Pays
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How did you get so deeply into debt?
I grew up as a preacher’s kid in Spokane, Washington. Somewhere along the line, I
got the message that if I just had more money, I’d be happy. With an older sister
and two younger brothers, we lived frugally. But I was embarrassed because I had to
wear hand-me-downs. I thought being rich would give me the things I wanted and
would make me happy. So when I went to college to get a music degree, I started
getting in trouble with money. 

I got a part-time job and opened a checking account. Then I went with my rich
roommate to a shopping mall. Knowing I only had a couple of bucks in my
account, I got a wild idea: what if I wrote a check to buy some clothes right then
and deposited the money in my account after I got paid a few days later? I figured
no one would find out because I’d do it just once. 

Did the check bounce?
That one didn’t because I deposited the money before the check cleared. But I
started thinking it was okay to have things today that I couldn’t afford to pay for
until tomorrow. I didn’t live lavishly; I just spent a little more than I had. By the
time I graduated from college, I had bounced a lot of checks. Sure, I paid fees, but I
quickly justified any guilt by saying I was a college kid, and nobody in college had
money. I did what I had to do. 

What happened after college?
I married Harold, a banker. As I walked down the aisle, I felt fabulous because I
had finally gotten my man, a banker who would take care of the things I couldn’t
handle, such as money and car troubles. It never crossed my mind that I needed to
tell him about my money struggles. 

A few weeks after we married, we applied for our first credit card, a Texaco gasoline
card. I could get gas anytime I wanted. It felt great to fill up the tank, rotate the
tires, and still have money in my pocket. I was young and living on the edge. Soon
we signed up for another gasoline credit card, and another, because the cards had to
be paid off every month.

I also began collecting department store charge cards. Then Harold was promoted
to middle management. Along with his benefit package, he received a shiny, just-
introduced Mastercharge card (now MasterCard) with a $300 limit. I felt like I had
just been handed $300! Unlike the gas companies, Mastercharge only required a
small monthly payment on the balance. 

Did you always carry a balance?
Yes, but I didn’t tell Harold that. I also failed to record the checks I wrote to pay
bills or for other purchases. That way, he couldn’t track my spending. I could buy
new shoes and all but redecorate the entire house, and he wouldn’t notice.
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Our communication started breaking down. We didn’t talk about money except
during horrible times about once a month when Harold would say in frustration,
“Do me a favor”— I knew what was coming—“if you’re going to spend money, just
write it in the checkbook. I’m the bank manager, and I’m going to lose my job
because my checking account is bouncing!” 

I’d cry, say I was sorry, and promise never to do it again. I really meant it, but at
that point I wasn’t scared enough to change my behavior. Consequently, there was
never enough money to pay the bills. So we paid the ones we had to and lived on
credit cards the rest of the month. 

What happened next?
I left the job I had at Mattel Toys and worked two years as a secretary for the U.S.
Air Force until our son Jeremy was born. Joshua came along less than two years
later. Since both Harold and I had good jobs, credit companies didn’t turn us down.
We bought a house, and I continued to spend more than we made. I wanted to
make sure my children never felt deprived so I went overboard, throwing great
birthday parties and buying them nice clothes and everything they wanted.

After leaving the Air Force, I had to use my retirement benefits to get caught up on
bills. Phew! I thought. I won’t let that happen again. We hadn’t paid off our debts,
mind you. We simply had caught up so our bills weren’t ninety days behind. To me,
being current was as noble as getting completely paid off. 

Were you attending church at this time?
Oh yeah, we looked like the perfect Christian family. But no one had a clue what
was really going on. I was trying to fill my deep need for contentment with earthly
things instead of developing my relationship with God. I didn’t trust God to take
care of my needs; I trusted Visa and MasterCard.

Real estate in Southern California was booming at that time, and our house was
appreciating like crazy. Since I expected to sell our house for at least $10 million
dollars when we retired (I truly believed that!), why restrict myself now? Someday
that money would take care of us and pay off all our debts. Then I could give the
church a big gift, like a grand piano, instead of tithing now. I had big dreams for
Christian stewardship, but I never fulfilled them. 

Were you happy?
No. We got deeper in debt. We moved into a bigger house in Orange County,
which meant we had to buy more stuff. So we pulled equity out of the house to pay
our ever-mounting bills. I tried different part-time jobs, freelance businesses, and
get-rich-quick schemes, but nothing helped much. 

Finally, Harold and I talked about a career change for him. “After all, we can’t live
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on just a banker’s salary,” I said. As an entrepreneur, he might make more money to
meet our bills. 

Harold knew a couple who drove a Mercedes and deposited a lot of cash every day.
One evening when we visited them at their home, I thought, Wow! I could really get
into this lifestyle and these cars. That night some of their friends offered us financial
freedom and wealth through multilevel marketing. We could be millionaires within
a year, they told us. All we had to do was borrow $22,000 to set up our company.

So in April 1982, Harold quit the bank job, and we started what turned out to be
the very sleazy business of merchandising poor-quality stuff and hiring people to
peddle it on the street at high prices. Until we got into the business, we didn’t
realize how deceitful we’d have to be with our employees. But it was too late to get
out. We had too much invested.

The guys who got us into the business were con artists. As soon as our operation
was up and running, they disappeared. Within four months, we lost the business.
Harold, to his credit, didn’t blow up or blame me. But we still didn’t talk about our
money situation—we were too scared. 

What finally made you change?
The day I added up our debt, I fell on my face before God on the kitchen floor
and wept. I promised God I’d do anything to get out of debt. Bible verses about
stewardship came to mind, and I knew that to honor God and get on the right track,
we had to give God a portion of our income, even while we were in debt. We also
had to start saving. If God ever blessed me with another dollar, I’d do things his way.

Did you tell anyone what had happened to you?
No, I was too embarrassed. But ten days later, I got a phone call from a guy I had
known in the real estate industry. He offered me a job in commercial property
management and sales. I took the job and worked hard at it. God blessed my
efforts. I began to make good commissions and built a clientele while Harold stayed
home with the kids.

Three years later, Harold joined me in opening our own industrial commercial real
estate company. But this time we gave to God first, saving a portion, then doing
everything we could to reduce our expenses and pay back our debt. 

How did you start getting out of debt?
We stopped eating out, and I learned to cook. We labeled all of our expenditures as
optional or essential, then started whacking away at the optional. The more we cut,
the more fun we had figuring out new ways to spend less money. That improved
communication between Harold and me. In six years, we had worked down our
debt to $12,000.
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I learned the hard way that God wants the first part of everything and that he
blesses those who obey him. As a result of my experience, I’m convinced that giving
away money and saving money are the antidotes for overspending. They produce a
lasting feeling of well-being and satisfaction that spending money can never satisfy. 

How have you experienced lasting satisfaction?
In September 1991, my pastor challenged us to break out of our Christian circle
and reach out to people who didn’t know God. I said to God, “If there’s anything
you can salvage in my life, I’m available.” 

A couple of weeks later, I was encouraged with another sermon, based on Ephesians
3:20: “Now to him who is able to do immeasurably more than all we ask or
imagine, according to his power that is at work within us, to him be glory.” The
pastor gave everyone a bright yellow card printed with the words, “Let God stretch
your imagination.” I posted that by my office telephone and read it every day,
asking God to stretch my imagination. 

I decided to write a newsletter called Cheapskate Monthly. I soon discovered that by
sharing my story, I could help the many people who were in debt like I was. God
has brought such a great response that Cheapskate Monthly (now Debt-Proof Living)
now takes up all but a tiny corner of the office of our real estate business. 

While climbing out of debt, did you ever splurge?
Oh, absolutely. You don’t heal from materialistic urges overnight. One time we
built an above-ground swimming pool in the backyard. I wrote a check for it, then
kicked myself later because it was money we desperately needed to use elsewhere.
And I didn’t immediately quit using my credit cards. But I never forgot my promise
to God to pay back every dime. And even though we took three steps forward and
took two steps back, we kept going. 

How have you dealt with pressure from your kids to buy things?
From the time our sons turned ten years old, we made them responsible for their
own finances. We gave them $50 once a month. They had to give away 10 percent
of that and save 10 percent. With the rest, they had to pay for all optionals, such as
birthday parties, lunch money, movies—everything but food and shelter. By age
sixteen, both boys had saved enough money to buy their own cars.

Watching them learn wasn’t always easy. It was hard to see my kids turn down
movies with friends when they couldn’t afford them. But in the process, they
learned to be discerning and to say no to some immediate things so they could say
yes to a future car.

What would you tell someone who thinks more money will solve
their problems?
The worst years of our lives were the ones when we were making the most money.
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We’ve learned that what counts is not how much you make; it’s what you do with
what you get. It is hard to change the way you handle money and stop living on
credit. I’ve been there. But God, in his mercy and grace, has taken my mistakes and
turned them into life lessons for others. So as painful as my money struggles were, I
wouldn’t trade them for anything.

—For more information on Mary Hunt and her online newsletter, visit
www.debtfreeliving.com. This article first appeared in the May/June 1998 edition of
TODAY’S CHRISTIAN WOMAN magazine.

Thought Provokers

• How have you found yourself to be on a “quest for wealth” like the author? How
did that affect your marriage? Your integrity? Your spiritual life?

• In what ways is your thinking faulty about money and things? How does
materialism lure you away from God?

• How can someone honestly live according to Proverbs 30:8: “Give me neither
poverty nor riches, but give me only my daily bread”? 
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“I’ve stopped spending completely,” my sister-in-law, Lori, announced one day. “I’m going on a
spending fast.”

“You’re doing what?” I asked, almost choking on my latte.

“I’m going on a forty-day fast,” Lori said. “I’ll buy groceries but nothing for myself. No shoes, no
clothes, not even lipstick. I’m going to break myself of my spending habit.”

I hung up the phone, feeling challenged. I always counted on Lori to support my spending.
She’d tell me, “Indulge a little; you’re worth it.” Her spending hiatus made me think about my
consumption habits. I’ve never considered myself a big spender. When I was a newlywed, I kept
my checkbook balanced to the penny and budgeted every purchase. Yet as my income increased,
so did my tendency to spend.

These days, I didn’t really think about what I needed, just what I wanted. I had to admit that I
was spending impulsively. I wondered if I, too, should go on a spending fast.

The Plan
Surely I could give my credit card a rest for forty days. If Jesus could resist the Devil that long, I
could resist the mall. So the first thing I did was mark off forty days on my calendar. This took
some planning since any given forty-day stretch included birthdays or holidays. What would I do
about gifts?

I made a budget, giving myself a cash allotment for groceries, gas, and basic necessities. For the
special events during my spending hiatus, I’d find a way to make do. And I decided to go cold

I wanted to simplify. But could I really stop spending?

by Celeste Palermo

My Forty-Day Fast
from Spending
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turkey on all personal expenditures, including what I call my “paper-cup habit” of
stopping for coffee-shop drinks made especially for me.

Just as Lori announced her no-spending resolution to me, I told my close friends
and family about my forty-day fast. I knew if I was to stick to my plan, I’d need
support. I got an instant buy-in from my husband, who reacted to the news of
my hiatus like he was at the Super Bowl. Friends and extended family provided
encouragement by limiting their invites to fancy restaurants and shopping
excursions and offering to hold me accountable.

The Practice
The first few days were a breeze. Delighted by my ability to stay out of stores and
make meals at home, I fancied myself a true money maven, sailing on a sea of
savings. But by week’s end, the winds picked up and the waters got murky. I wanted
a latte fix, was asked to host a holiday party, and needed to purchase a new book for
my book club. I’d have to become resourceful.

I decided to clean out my office in an attempt to locate a gift card I’d received for
the local java joint. If I used the card, I rationalized, I wasn’t really spending.
Though I failed to locate the coveted card, cleaning out my office provided its own
reward. I moved on to my closet. Then I cleaned out my daughters’ closets. The
amount of unused clothing, shoes, and stuff we had was unbelievable. I gathered
three large garbage bags of items to donate to charity and gained a new appreciation
for everything we already own.

Next, I listed all the things I wanted to accomplish over the next month and
brainstormed no-cost options. I deemed the holiday party a potluck and e-mailed
invitations, saving on the cost of paper invitations, stamps, and food. Rather than
buying my book-club selection, I reserved the book at my local library. I plucked
my eyebrows rather than having them waxed. I took blank journals I uncovered in
my office cleanout and wrote “Things I Love About You” for each family member
celebrating a birthday. I packed brown-bag lunches and planned dinner menus
based on the plethora of food already in my pantry. I even used frequent-flier miles
to purchase airfare for a trip. Finding no-cash options became a game. Though it
took some work, it was fun and rewarding.

The Payoff
During my forty-day hiatus from spending, I saved almost $2,000, based on what
I typically would have spent in the same time frame. I could almost pay off my
credit cards with the money I saved. Better yet, I gained a new attitude about
making do with less. The personalized journals were a big hit with my loved ones,
who liked them better than my typical collared-shirt birthday offering. My cooking
was heart-healthy, as I used the boxes of rice and bags of frozen veggies I had
stockpiled in my kitchen.
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I finally located the coffee-shop gift card, but it had only five dollars of credit left
on it. At first I was disappointed, but long-term, it proved to be a good thing. My
latte-free days helped me rethink my paper-cup habit. Had I continued to indulge
in custom coffee via the pre-paid card, I would have kept feeding old habits. Now,
though I occasionally have a cup of coffee with friends, my three-times-a-week latte
is history. That adds up to big savings!

The biggest benefit of my spending fast wasn’t monetary, though; it was the
realization that God, not stuff, brings true happiness and peace. I learned to trust
him more, even with the challenges and temptations of everyday life.

I also was touched by how I can use my life, not necessarily my wallet, to benefit
others. Donating bags of stuff to charity felt good, but so did giving thoughtful
gifts. Sharing my words and feelings with others was a gift of the heart.

Since my forty-day fast, I’m trying to be a better steward. My hiatus from spending
opened my eyes to see a more thoughtful, simple way of living. Now I’m more apt
to let Jesus fill my cup, and that’s better than any paper-cup drink ever could be.

—Celeste Palermo, a freelance writer, lives in Colorado. This article first appeared in
the September/October 2007 edition of TODAY’S CHRISTIAN WOMAN magazine.
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When my children were small, I was a stay-at-home mom, except I was rarely at home. I
volunteered, carpooled, and took the kids on excursions to museums, the zoo, and the mall.
When I was home, I worked part-time as a freelance writer. I was very busy.

I remember having coffee with an older friend, describing my life to her. I talked about mothering
my children, keeping my house in order, volunteering at three places, and working for four
different clients.

My friend looked at me sympathetically. “You have ‘focus creep,’” she said. I was scattered and
going in too many directions, she explained.

I realized I had to simplify. So I pulled out some colored pencils and turned to a fresh page in my
journal. On one side I put the months of the upcoming school year. Along the top I listed
everything I had already said yes to: leading a Bible study, coaching my daughter’s soccer team,
volunteering at school, and so on.

Then I drew arrows down from each commitment through the months to see how long I was
committed to them. Soccer season ended in late October, so it was a two-month commitment.
Next to each arrow I wrote the hours per week required. What emerged on the page was revealing;
I had committed to more hours than there were in a week!

Next came the hard part of asking God where I should prune. What should I focus on, and what
activities should I let go?

That exercise began my journey toward what I call Sabbath Simplicity, which I define as a
“sane-paced, God-focused life.” Here are three spiritual practices that helped me.

Three ways to clear space for God.

by Keri Wyatt Kent

Breathing 
Space
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1. Slowing the pace. So often I have mistakenly assumed that if I wanted a richer
spiritual life, I needed to do more religious stuff. But activity, even cloaked in
Christian window-dressing, is still activity.

Romans 12:2 says, “Do not conform any longer to the pattern of this world.” Our
world is a hurried place. The pace of life for Christians should be countercultural to
that; we should be known as people who have time to listen and to care for others.
The mark of a Christian is love, and you can’t love in a hurry.

I talk to many women who say yes every time they’re asked to do something
because they think it’s the nice Christian thing to do or they feel pressured to stay
busy. What they forget is that every time they say yes, they automatically say no to
other options, such as snuggling on the couch with their husband or kids, or having
a few moments alone with God.

Rather than doing more, I realized I needed to do less so I could see God at work
and listen for his voice. Slowing my pace began with the little word no.

When my friend Patti felt God was inviting her on a simplicity journey, she realized
it meant decreasing the number of hours she spent volunteering so she could spend
more time with her four young children. While it wasn’t easy to make that
adjustment, Patti discovered she became more loving, more joyful, and more
peaceful. The fruits of the Spirit flourished when she slowed her pace.

Say no wisely so you can say yes to what truly matters.

2. Simplifying needs. Christian simplicity has been practiced for centuries (way
before Real Simple magazine). The heart of it is focusing on God rather than the
possessions we have, the food we eat, and the clothes we wear. We are to hold those
things lightly and be willing to let them go. Jesus taught that when we seek God’s
kingdom first, everything else will take its proper place.

When Marlene Eissens, a teacher, decided to change careers, she radically simplified
her life. She kept only what would fit in her car. She went to graduate school,
became an intern, and raised her own support. She depended on other people to
provide housing. Eventually Marlene was able to stay in the home of a Marine who
was serving in Iraq. “God met me and provided,” she says.

Today Marlene is a pastor in Endicott, New York. She has a house but resists filling
it with stuff. Anything she hasn’t used or worn for six months gets donated to
charity. “Less is more,” she says. “I feel real freedom in that. If I have less stuff, it’s
easier to focus on God.”

Simplicity begins with saying, “Enough!” It’s deciding you have enough stuff,
enough clothing, enough space, enough activities. “I think simplicity really starts
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with each person going before the Lord, saying, ‘Help me, teach me what that
means for me,’” Marlene says.

3. Keeping the Sabbath. God commands us to take one day a week to put aside
our regular work and to rest and focus on him. Most of us have no idea how to do
that. Sabbath is about trusting God to run the world without our help for a while.

To begin keeping the Sabbath, I had to learn the word stop. Stopping meant
putting aside work, even if a project wasn’t finished, and resting, even though my
to-do list beckoned.

Engaging in this practice has transformed my family. We worship at church, then
play board games, nap, or go for bike rides. We abstain from housework, laundry,
and shopping. Everyone chips in to get necessary chores done, such as putting
dishes in the dishwasher. We eat simply—leftovers or carry-out.

Part of our Sabbath often includes serving others at church or in our neighborhood.
It’s a day to focus exclusively on what Jesus said were the most important things: to
love God and to serve others. It’s a day when we aren’t too busy to talk to each
other, and there’s no agenda other than simply being with each other.

Slowing my pace, simplifying my needs, and taking a Sabbath rest rescued me from
“focus creep.” I’m still tempted to hurry, and I still wish for nicer stuff. I still work,
have kids, and drive carpool sometimes. But I’ve chosen to cut out a lot. Deciding
to be content with what I have, taking time to rest, and focusing on God’s work in
the world have brought me closer to God.

—Keri Wyatt Kent is a speaker, and author of several books, including Oxygen:
Deep Breathing for the Soul (Revell, 2007). This article first appeared in the
September/October 2007 edition of TODAY’S CHRISTIAN WOMAN magazine.

Thought Provokers

• How have you been caught in the seemingly unending cycle of consumerism? How
does this affect other areas of your life?

• How do you thank God for the things he provides? How do you forget about him
when you’re too involved in pursuing the next thing?

• Imagine that a Christian woman who lives in poverty in a developing country comes
to visit your home for a month. At the end of her stay, what do you think she would
say about your attitude toward possessions and money? Would she say you focus more
on God or on things?
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A loon’s plaintive cry echoes across the water as I settle into my campsite. For more than a week,
I’ve been backpacking alone on this wilderness island in Lake Superior, and my heart and spirit are
calm. I have only what I can carry. Each day has brought with it only simple decisions such as:
How many miles should I hike? Should I spend the next hour watching the water and its pageant
of moose, osprey, and ducks? Should I fix some Ramen noodles for dinner on my pocket-sized
camp stove?

If only life back home in the Chicago suburbs were so simple. Most days when I’m home, I’m
juggling work deadlines, my husband’s travel schedule, the assorted needs of family members, and a
list of church and volunteer activities. Those are all good things in themselves. But life is not simple.

Simplicity is big business today. Stores are devoted to helping me find it, and consultants want
me to hire them to divulge the secret. Much of the advice I’ve been given on living simply is
accompanied by a list of what I should buy. But simplicity as found in clear plastic organizers,
an easier hairstyle, or a streamlined wardrobe hasn’t cut it for me.

I used to believe I could find simplicity in a different location. I thought we could move out of
the city to a rural area, where the ideal of the simple life has been polished to a fine halo.

One of my favorite magazine articles in the early 1990s featured a young couple who were desperate
to give their children and themselves a simpler life. They moved to the wilds of British Columbia,
where they chopped wood for cooking and heating, dug a well for drinking water, and grew all their
own vegetables. They lived without television, electronic distractions, and any preoccupations with
material acquisitions. Surely the simple life was theirs, I thought. I envied them.

But nothing is that simple. A few years later, in the same magazine, I read about the demise

It’s not what you might expect it to be.

by Cindy Crosby

Finding the
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of the couple’s marriage and their move back to civilization. They had given up
everything for a life of simplicity and instead found nothing but chaos and
unhappiness. They had discovered that simplicity isn’t a location. 

But if simplicity can’t be found in a place, where is it?

Consider the words of Jesus, who had the most complicated assignment in
history—“save the world”— yet lived a simple life. As he sent his twelve disciples
on a special mission, Jesus cautioned them: “Don’t think you need a lot of extra
equipment for this. You are the equipment. Don’t make special appeals for funds,
either. Keep it simple” (Mark 6:7–9, The Message).

We are the equipment. In some ways, it seems easier and simpler to buy something
or to relocate if we want to change. But Jesus says simplicity begins with us.

The poet Mary Oliver asks, “What do you plan to do with your one wild and
precious life?” Do I spend my wild and precious life organizing my closet by season?
Will the right Day-Timer help me use my time more effectively? Would crossing off
all the items on my to-do list before going to bed make me feel more satisfied? How
do I decide what constitutes simplicity and what—when neglected—will lead to
tension and frustration?

“Live like you were dying,” sings country musician Tim McGraw. Perhaps this is the
key. Or, if you’d prefer, listen to the apostle Paul: “I do want to point out, friends,
that time is of the essence. There is no time to waste, so don’t complicate your lives
unnecessarily. Keep it simple—in marriage, grief, joy, whatever. Even in ordinary
things—your daily routines of shopping, and so on. Deal as sparingly as possible
with the things the world thrusts on you. This world as you see it is on its way out”
(1 Corinthians 7:29, The Message).

When I think about what’s really important, such as what I’d do if I knew I didn’t
have a lot of time left to live, I cut to the heart of simplicity. I turn off my cell
phone and stop checking my e-mail for a few hours. I go for a walk in the park
down the street in the sun, rain, wind, or snow, and use my five senses to see, smell,
feel, taste, and hear the world around me. I let the dishes soak in the sink for an
evening and snuggle with my daughter on the couch. I sit in the dark on my back
porch and marvel at the Big Dipper.

So much of the time, we surround ourselves with noise. God wants to talk to us
and to linger with us, but we have to make a quiet space for him to come in.
Simplicity is clearing that room and cutting out the things that clamor for
attention, if only for a little while. It means taking small steps, like journaling for
fifteen minutes in the morning, trusting that in writing those pages what’s most
important will float to the surface. It means letting prayer bookend my days. Life
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is complicated; giving some of that complication to the Lord moves me a step closer
to simplicity.

I think, I write in my journal, and I ask myself: Do I really need the latest, the
fastest, the best? Is a fifteen-step makeup application necessary every morning, or
will a little mascara and lip gloss accomplish the same thing? Do I tell others how
overscheduled I am to affirm my worth? Am I really proud when I complain how
exhausted I am with volunteer work? Do I need the badge of a complicated life to
convince others and myself of my value?

Maybe we avoid simple living because it threatens to strip us of our veneer, showing
who we are under all our posturing and makeovers and organized pantries and well-
ordered social calendars. Living the simple life means giving up some of our ideals
about how we want to be viewed by others. In other words, simplicity begins by
giving up our pride.

I’ve found humble hospitality is a great place to start learning simplicity. It means
inviting friends over without fussing. It means giving myself permission to be a less-
than-perfect host; for my home to be comfortable instead of immaculate; for my
food to be take-out or hot dogs on the grill sometimes instead of filet on the best
crystal and china. It means to eat slowly, to talk long, and to laugh much. As
Proverbs 13:7 says, “A pretentious, showy life is an empty life; a plain and simple
life is a full life” (The Message).

Simplicity isn’t a place, a wardrobe, or a diet. It’s not found in clear plastic boxes.
There’s no twelve-step plan, no index-filing system, no consultant who can create
it for us.

Simplicity isn’t something we can or cannot afford. Some of the world’s most
poverty-stricken people know the secret of simplicity, and many of the world’s
wealthiest people don’t. Simplicity means having open hands, open hearts, open
eyes. It means taking time to breathe deeply. When I die, I want to know I’ve paid
attention to this “one wild and precious life” that God has given me. Living simply
is a way to begin.

—Cindy Crosby is a freelance writer and author of several books, including By
Willoway Brook: Exploring the Landscape of Prayer (Paraclete Press, 2003)
and editor with Thomas Oden of the Ancient Christian Devotional: A Year of
Weekly Readings (InterVarsity Press, 2007). This article first appeared in the
September/October 2007 edition of TODAY’S CHRISTIAN WOMAN magazine.
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We have more stuff than any generation before, and we have the bills to prove it. 

In our lifetime, debt has become the norm. It’s not uncommon for many young adults to have
student loans, credit card debt, a cell phone bill, a big car note, and insurance premiums. Many
young adults know more about moving their debt between multiple no-interest credit cards than
they know about God’s view of money.

The Bible shows us that God’s people are not to be mere consumers. That is the reason for the
tithe and the Sabbath. We are to depend on God and trust God to provide for us. While people in
other nations worked seven days a week, people in Israel were to work six and trust God for the
seventh. While people in other nations exacted what was owed them with interest, people in Israel
were to practice a year of the jubilee when all debts were forgiven.

There is certainly need today for the church to be a peculiar people living according to a different
economy, people who give and rest and do not see their lives simply as a means of consumption.
Jesus’ model prayer, “Give us this day our daily bread,” implies that God’s people are to trust God
for our necessary provision, rather than ourselves. Jesus’ teaching was as counter-cultural in his day
as it is in ours, since there was every bit as much temptation to keep more than enough for oneself
and to depend on one’s own effort in A.D. 30 as there is today. We are intentionally to have less
than we can consume.

That became clear to me when I was in the back of a bus in Guatemala, sitting with six people
from Solomon’s Porch, a ministry in Minneapolis. Here we were, in a terribly poor part of a poor
country, building houses for the poorest people, and yet talking about how hard it was to live on
what we earn. We were college graduates, teachers, and building contractors, and yet we thought
that we didn’t make enough money. I began to see how stuck we were in a consumer mindset.

What is the church doing to curb consumerism?

by Doug Pagitt
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Our coffee shop and restaurant expenses alone could build housing for the people
of this village.

A New Attitude
As Christians we are called to give a percentage of all we have to God. It is for
his kingdom.

For that cause, I am willing to confront the person who says he can’t tithe but who
has a car, a cable subscription, and thousands of dollars in credit card debt. I am
willing to tell people they need a new attitude toward money. Once you start tithing,
you soon realize you can live off 90 percent. It’s really a shift in thinking: If I have a
dollar, I don’t have to spend 100 pennies. I can spend 90, and that’s still a lot.

What about those already in debt, for whom tithing would put them deeper in
debt? We need to help free them from debt so they can give and serve as God leads.

At Solomon’s Porch, we’re seeking to create a debt-free house. People in debt can
live in this church-owned apartment building for one year, rent-free, with the
condition that they increase their earning, limit their spending, and make a plan to
live within a budget for three years.

Most residents can pay off at least $6,000 in debt during that year. While becoming
debt-free is a slow process, few things would be better for our community than
having six people per year move from indebtedness to debt-free living. That will
begin the process of freeing us as a community to what God might have for us to do.

No Service Fees
Another thing we must do is rethink the purpose of giving. One of the reasons why
many churches in North America have trouble teaching people about money is that
the church’s economy is itself built on consumerism. If churches see themselves as
suppliers of religious goods and services and their congregants as consumers, then
offerings will be viewed as “payment for services rendered.”

I am reluctant to call our worship gatherings services, because the word has lost
its original meaning. It once meant that people gathered in service to God. Now
worshipers consider themselves recipients of a religious service. Sermons and
childcare are provided, and a fee is appropriate for services rendered. I don’t care
for that contract. 

Instead, we should be motivated to give because we’re part of a community. Each
of us should pay for our part of the community, including the lights and air
conditioning and perhaps certain salaries, but not because of what we receive. We
give for the privilege of participating in this community and its service to people all
over the world.
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With those who are in covenant relationship with us (more than occasional Sunday
attendees), we are clear. We are all responsible for our church community. We are
responsible to give time, energy, dreams, ideas, and money. Putting in time isn’t a
substitute for giving money any more than money is a substitute for participation.
Giving to the church is part of being a holistic community. And giving will help
free us from consumerism so we can serve God in what he calls us to do.

—Doug Pagitt is pastor of Solomon’s Porch in Minneapolis, Minnesota. This article first
appeared in the Fall 2002 edition of LEADERSHIP journal.

Thought Provokers

• How can the church help free us from the trap of consumerism? How can this
be changed?

• Within the church, how do you see yourself: as a giver or a recipient of “services”?
In what ways?

• How does your life reflect the fact that you trust God to supply your needs for the
seventh day? What could you change to trust God in that way?
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hMoney, Possessions, and Eternity by Randy Alcorn (Tyndale, 2003). In this
thoroughly researched and extensively updated classic, Randy Alcorn shows us how to
view our money and possessions as God’s provision for our good, the good of others,
and his glory.

hDiscipline: The Glad Surrender by Elisabeth Elliot (Baker 2006). This book
shows how to control various areas including body, mind, time, possessions, work, and
feelings. Discover how to place every aspect of your life under God’s authority and find
happiness and freedom in doing so.

hFreedom of Simplicity: Finding Harmony in a Complex World by Richard
J. Foster (HarperSanFrancisco, 2005). This updated edition of Richard Foster’s classic
work explores the foundation of the discipline of simplicity, its fundamental
importance in the Bible, and how it has been manifested and taught by God’s saints
throughout Christian history. This beautiful, moving manifesto on incorporating
simplicity into our hectic lives still rings true today.

hRich in Every Way: Everything God Says About Money and Possessions
by Gene Getz (Howard Books, 2004). This book shows how Christians can resist the
deadly tendency of selfishness and use their possessions as effective tools for witness and
spiritual growth. Avoiding the extremes of “selling all and giving to the poor” and the
greed-centered “prosperity gospel,” it explains how to let God’s gifts to flow through
our hands to meet human needs, demonstrating his love to an unbelieving world.

hHow Much Is Enough?: Hungering for God in an Affluent Culture by Arthur
Simon (Baker, 2003). Money becomes an object of worship when our passion for
material things is stronger than our compassion for the poor. Without discounting
prosperity as a blessing, this book proposes new pathways to living as disciples of Jesus.
It suggests a myriad of solutions for taming materialism.
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hGod and Your Stuff: The Vital Link Between Your Possessions and
Your Soul by Wesley K. Willmer and Martyn Smith (NavPress, 2002). Countless
Christians are not aware of the connection between their faith and their finances.
This book challenges the thinking that what we do with our stuff has no effect on
the Christian life.
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